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Synopsis
Basis pursuit is a compressed sensing optimization in which the l1-norm is minimized subject to model error constraints. Here we use a deep
neural network prior instead of l1-regularization. Using known noise statistics, we jointly learn the prior and reconstruct images without access
to ground-truth data. During training, we use alternating minimization across an unrolled iterative network and jointly solve for the neural
network weights and training set image reconstructions. At inference, we fix the weights and pass the measurements through the network. We
compare reconstruction performance between unsupervised and supervised (i.e. with ground-truth) methods. We hypothesize this technique
could be used to learn reconstruction when ground-truth data are unavailable, such as in high-resolution dynamic MRI.

Introduction

1−4

Deep learning in tandem with iterative optimization
has shown great promise at reconstructing accelerated MRI scans beyond the capabilities of
5
compressed sensing (CS) . Deep learning image reconstruction pipelines typically require hundreds to thousands of examples for training. The training
data usually consist of pairs of under-sampled k-space and the desired ground-truth image. The reconstruction is then trained in an end-to-end fashion, in
which under-sampled data are reconstructed with the network and compared to the ground-truth result. In many cases, collecting a large set of fully
sampled data for training is expensive, impractical, or impossible.
6−8

In this work, we present an approach to model-based deep learning without access to ground-truth data
. We take advantage of (known) noise
9
statistics for each training example and formulate the problem as an extension of basis pursuit denoising with a deep convolutional neural network (CNN)
prior in place of image sparsity. During training, we jointly solve for the CNN weights and the reconstructed training set images. At inference time, we fix
the weights and pass the measured data through the network.
4

We compare the Deep Basis Pursuit (DBP) formulation with and without supervised learning, as well as to MoDL , a recently proposed unrolled iterative
network that uses ground-truth data for training. We show that in the unsupervised setting, we are able to approach the image reconstruction quality of
supervised learning, thus opening the door to applications where collecting fully sampled data is not possible.

Theory

9

Basis pursuit denoising formulates the CS reconstruction as an l1-minimization subject to a data consistency constraint dependent on the noise level .
2,4
Here, we replace the l1-norm with an l2-norm incorporating a CNN . The DBP optimization is given by

min
x,w

1
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2

subject to ||y − Ax||2 ≤ ϵ,

where x is the unknown image, A is the forward model incorporating coil sensitivities and sampling, y are the measured k-space samples, ϵ = σ √n
‾, n
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is the number of acquired samples, and is the noise standard deviation. w
is a CNN parameterized by weights
that aims to
w
2,4
4
estimate noise and aliasing . To handle the joint optimization, we consider an alternating minimization , repeated N1 times:
10

(1)

r = w (x)

(2)

x = arg min
x

11

Subproblem (2) can be solved with the following ADMM

(2b)
(2c)
(i)

(i) N

subject to ||y − Ax||2 ≤ ϵ.

update steps, repeated N2 times:

(2a)

(i)

1
||x − r||22
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∗
∗
(ρA A + I) x = ρA (z − u) + r
z = y + L2Proj(Ax + u − y, ϵ)
u = u + Ax − z.

(i) N

When both input {y , A , ϵ }i=1 and ground-truth {x }i=1 training data are available, the network weights can be trained in a traditional end-to-end
(i)
th
fashion. When ground-truth data are not available, we perform an additional alternating minimization across {x } and w . For the k training iteration, we
(i)
(i)
hold wk−1 fixed and update each xk through a forward pass of the network. We then update wk through end-to-end training, using the {xk } as
surrogates for the ground-truth data.

Methods
DBP was implemented in PyTorch using separate channels for real and imaginary components. Figure 1 shows the unrolled network architecture and
12
13
parameters. The CNN used a ResNet architecture with four residual connection blocks. Data were taken from the authors of MoDL , containing T2weighted brain slices of five volunteers with 12 coils and matrix size 256x232. The first four volunteers were used for training (330 training, 30 validation
5,14
slices) and 120 central slices from the fifth volunteer were used for testing. A diﬀerent variable-density Poisson-disc sampling pattern
was pregenerated for each slice with 24x24 calibration, elliptical sampling, and acceleration factor R ≈ 6 . Complex-valued Gaussian noise with standard

deviation σ = 0.01 was added in k-space. For comparison, MoDL was also implemented using the same unrolled parameters and CNN architecture. DBP
was separately trained with and without ground-truth data. Normalized root mean-squared error (NRMSE) was used for evaluation. The results were also
14,15
compared to a parallel imaging and CS (PICS) reconstruction using BART
, with l1-wavelet regularization parameter optimized over the validation set.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the training loss curves and box plots of testing error, indicating a small performance gap between supervised and unsupervised learning.
The lowest NRMSE was achieved with supervised DBP, followed by MoDL, unsupervised DBP, and PICS. Figure 3 compares reconstructions on a slice
from the test set. Figure 4 shows some of the intermediate output stages for the three networks indicating that similar structure is learned in both CNNs;
however, the unsupervised DBP appears to amplify noise-like features in the CNN stage.
8,16,17

There are strong connections to iterative optimization and unrolled deep learning networks
. Jointly optimizing over the images and weights can be
seen as a non-linear extension to dictionary learning. Nonetheless, there is a cost in reconstruction error when moving to unsupervised learning,
18
highlighting the importance of a large training data set . Fortunately, in many practical settings there is an abundance of under-sampled data available for
training.

Conclusion
The combination of basis pursuit denoising and deep learning can take advantage of under-sampled data without access to ground-truth images.
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Figures

Figure 1. Deep Basis Pursuit formulation. (a) The adjoint is passed through N1 unrolls consisting of a CNN and N2 ADMM update steps. (b) The CNN uses
a ResNet architecture to implement a 2-channel autoencoder with convolutional blocks (3x3 kernel, 64 channel) and ReLU activations. The ADMM update
step consists of a conjugate gradient update with N3 iterations, an L2-projection update, and a dual variable update. Dashed lines indicate constants and
solid lines indicate the variable that is updated.

Figure 2. (a) Training loss plots of normalized root mean-squared error (NRMSE) for MoDL, supervised DBP, and unsupervised DBP. MoDL and supervised
DBP achieve a similar loss, while unsupervised DBP does not reach the same error levels. (b) Box-plots comparing NRMSE of reconstructions on 120
testing slices from the fifth volunteer (not used for training/validation). Both MoDL and supervised DBP achieve a similar error level, while unsupervised
DBP improves upon PICS but lags behind the supervised approaches.

Figure 3. Reconstruction comparison on a slice from the test set. Top row: sampling pattern, ground-truth image, PICS, MoDL, supervised DBP, and
unsupervised DBP. Middle row: zoomed-in portion of reconstructions showing the cerebellum. Bottom row: diﬀerence images between ground-truth and
reconstruction. Normalized root mean-square error values are listed below the diﬀerence images.

Figure 4. Intermediate result after the first two CNN updates and first two data consistency updates for (top) MoDL, (middle) supervised DBP, and (bottom)
unsupervised DBP. Each image is the input to the next stage from left to right, as shown by the arrows.

